
INVENTORY AND MASTER PRODUCTION SCHEDULE

A master production schedule (MPS) is a plan for individual commodities to be produced in each time period such as
production, staffing, inventory, etc.

The solution is which is effectively the same as the initial solution we considered. Rather they embrace that it
provides the means by which the management team can turn a business plan into a forecast that drives the
production and procurement of lower level, longer lead time items. Item Demand and Forecast â€” Presents
several years of historical data user-specified and the next 12 months of forecast demand for each item.
Production takes place each period week either in the normal regular production shift or in overtime associated
with that shift. While MPS and MRP have some similarities, including the ability to generate planned
manufactured items and purchase and transfer orders, there are a few characteristics that set them apart.
Inventory Management The art of efficient inventory management is to maintain the minimal level of raw
materials on hand to feed the production of the maximum quantity of finished goods at any point in time. This
solution can be seen below. Period Summary Forecast â€” Forecast by line item within a product group for
each period through the future 12 periods, with summaries by period for the group and yearly for line items.
This can be seen below where we have fixed the maximum and minimum number of employees to 10 the
current number in each and every period. Likewise, Finance and Manufacturing can benefit from rough-cut
capacity views that project both the labor costs and capacity requirements by work center, based on planned
MPS and MRP planned orders. Think cash flow projections! In make-to-stock environments, a limited number
of items are assembled from a larger number of components, for example, video recorders or computers. They
are now available for use by any students and teachers interested in OR subject to the following conditions.
Solution The solution to the problem is shown below: It can be seen that we immediately hire more
employees, and that these are employed throughout the planning period of 4 weeks. Lost sales are not allowed.
In other words even though we plan for a specific time horizon here 4 weeks we would only ever implement
the plan for the first week, so that we are always adjusting our 4 week plan to take account of future conditions
as our view of the future changes. Another scenario that might help you understand the power of MPS is that
of the manufacturer of helicopter harnesses. Whereas, if the plan is not detailed enough, the production will
suffer. Use the best MRP software for small manufacturers knowing all your customer orders are in safe
hands. MRP focuses its planning capabilities more toward meeting demand for component parts or
subassemblies, while MPS focuses more on establishing production plans to satisfy the actual demand for
finished products, as well as to meet projected customer delivery dates. One downside to this approach, apart
from it being hard on the eyes, is that the master production schedule is not dynamic. In the above screen we
have chosen the "General LP Model". Net demand - It's based on forecasts. You use this to work out your
projected demand for the coming weeks. But, how do we handle seasonality? Slots reserved - These slots are
used by the management. And to remain profitable, it must do so without carrying excess inventory. Because
sales and marketing had embarked on a promotional campaign without consulting production and purchasing,
only to learn that the resulting bump in sales could not be fulfilled because lower level, longer lead time
components were unavailable in sufficient quantities. Can this be done in a spreadsheet package like Excel?
Split up your schedule into months and weeks. Much better. Yes, it can, but you may find out that things spiral
out of control when your demand goes up. Learn how and when to remove this template message A master
production schedule MPS is a plan for individual commodities to be produced in each time period such as
production, staffing, inventory, etc. It is the part of the master production schedule that contains the bill of
materials BOM and product recipe. In assemble-to-order similarly to make-to-order, all the components are
required when order arrives, therefore earlier planning is required. MPS plans are typically based upon input
such as actual sales orders, service orders, available resources, inventory levels and capacity constraints or
forecasts. MPS is a Crucial Planning Function As part of a fully integrated ERP system, MPS typically
provides a crucial planning function, extracting actual supply and demand data, as well as forecasts, to deliver
accurate and timely production plans that help manufacturers achieve their production objectives and
minimize procurement costs. You then add the number to the bottom of each weekly column.


